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All-new, seasonal pie recipes from Jan Moon's kitchen fill this cookbook with comfort and beauty.

Readers won't be able to wait to start baking pies with flavor combinations that will surprise and

tarts that will impress. With easy-to-follow instructions, handy tips, exchangeable components, and

gorgeous full-page images, readers are only a rolling pin and a whisk away from a warm and

delicious slice of pie.Jan shares her collection of pies, tarts, cobblers, and more that have been

perfected in her own Dreamcakes Bakery. Over 150 recipes are included with gorgeous full-color

images all in clearly defined categories so readers can easily navigate this book to find the recipes

that inspire them. A chapter devoted to baking equipment and basic techniques gives beginning

bakers a head start, while Baker's Secrets and Simple Switches are sprinkled throughout to give

even the more experienced pie-baker a new tip or twist. With a varied selection of recipes from

elegant tarts and rustic gallettes to familiar meringue pies and comforting fried pies, readers will

pour over the dozens of possibilities to wow family and friends.
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Jan Moon is the author of Southern Living Big Book of Cupcakes, the first cookbook she has

authored with Southern Living and Oxmoor House. As the owner of Dreamcakes Bakery in

Birmingham, Alabama, and having worked in the test kitchens of Southern Living and Cooking Light,

Jan Moon is not only an expert on baking but also has a history with Southern Living brand, making

a collaboration between the two not only a perfect fit but a proven success.



Absolutely beautiful book. GREAT pictures. Wonderful recipes!However.....flexibound isn't very

functional. It's going to be a chore to make it stay open and not possible without blocking part of the

recipes. If this had been published in spirlbound it would be PERFECT. I'm thinking of weighing it

down by opening it mid-book and laying some thing flat and heavy on it to losing it up BUT I fear

doing this may actually weaken the spine.Alas.......it's a beautifully put together book. Thank you.

This is probably the most comprehensive pie cookbook I've ever owned. The recipes I've tried are

true. I especially like all the recipes for different pie crusts. They are simple, yes, and they are the

ones my mother and grandmother used, which makes them standard, and that's okay. Now I have

them all in one place, so that I know exactly where to go. The pictures in the book are stunning--

and mouthwatering. I'd say, you won't fail by following these recipes. Just make sure you have the

ingredients called for.

I bought this for the would-be Southern Belle in my life. She's not much of a baker but she loves

reading through it and contemplating taking the plunge. It sounds odd, but she's more of a food

culturist than an actual cook so she really digs this.

I bought this for my father as a Father's day gift and he adores it. He's been making quite a few pies

from this book ( and he was already a pie lover) and his favorite is the decadent peanut butter one.

Everything in the book is very well-explained and looks fantastic. There are a variety of crust recipes

to try and use with the actual pie recipes.He loves it - and I loved the results of what he tried... I

would definitely recommend it to pie-lovers.

Buy it for Mama's peach cobbler recipe. If you like peach cobbler, make it, you won't regret it. It is

fantastic and different from most cobblers due to the biscuit topping. All of the other recipes look

really delicious as well. Can't wait to try more! My Mom makes the Cambodia pie filling as a salad

and everyone loves it. Divine.

The pie book exceeded my expectations. The recipes sounded amazing and the photos were

wonderful. I bought this for my daughter and she was so happy with it. We went through it page by

page, drooling!!Really liked the recipes for different kinds of crusts. The pictures are helpful so you

know what you're aiming for when you create something new.



I do enjoy this pie book. The tips are helpful, recipes are easy including the pie crust recipes. Most

require only 5-6 ingredients; that you probably have on hand. The book covers everything and

includes cobblers, crumbles & tarts. Sauce recipes are super easy to make . This a nice book for

those beginning to make pies.

Great I like that many of the pies use ingredients you may have or that are not expensive. As a child

I made little pies from extra dough that my Mom always seemed to have.She was never too rushed

or busy to help and praise my humble efforts. Take the time to make memories with your children.

Time spent together will be cherished .Annabanna
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